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We present a Legendre pseudospectral method for directly estimating the costates of the Bolza problem en-
countered in optimal control theory. The method is based on calculating the state and control variables at the
Legendre–Gauss–Lobatto (LGL) points. An Nth degree Lagrange polynomial approximation of these variables
allows a conversion of the optimal control problem into a standard nonlinear programming (NLP) problem with
the state and control values at the LGL points as optimizationparameters. By applying theKarush–Kuhn–Tucker
(KKT) theorem to the NLP problem, we show that the KKT multipliers satisfy a discrete analog of the costate
dynamics including the transversality conditions. Indeed, we prove that the costates at the LGL points are equal
to the KKT multipliers divided by the LGL weights. Hence, the direct solution by this method also automatically
yields the costates by way of the Lagrange multipliers that can be extracted from an NLP solver. One important
advantage of this technique is that it allows a very simple way to check the optimality of the direct solution.
Numerical examples are included to demonstrate the method.
I. Introduction
M ANY different computationalmethods exist for solving op-timal control problems,1;2 but they can be grouped into two
major categories: indirect and direct methods. In indirect methods,
the necessaryoptimalityconditionsderivedfrom theminimumprin-
ciple are solved to obtain the optimal trajectory.These methods are
not typicallyused to solvecomplexproblemsdue to 1) their inherent
small radii of convergence and 2) the additional labor required in
deriving the optimality conditions.Direct methods can be basically
described as solving the optimal control problem by discretizing
it to a parameter optimization problem and then solving the re-
sulting nonlinear programming problem (NLP). The conversion to
a parameter optimization problem can be classi ed into two ma-
jor categories: 1) parameterization of the control variable only and
2) parameterization of both control and state variables. This paper
deals with the latter category. Also note that if the controls can be
eliminated by differential inclusion only the state variables need to
be discretized.3;4 In most direct methods,2 the conversion to a pa-
rameter optimizationproblem is achieved by  rst dividing the time
interval into a prescribed number of subintervals whose endpoints
are called nodes. The unknowns are the value of the controls and
the states at these nodes, the state and control parameters. The cost
function and the state equations can be expressed in terms of these
parameters, which effectively reduce the optimal control problem
to an NLP that can be solved by a standard nonlinear programming
code. The time histories of both the control and the state variables
can be obtained by using an interpolation scheme. In most collo-
cation schemes, linear or cubic splines are used as the interpolat-
ing polynomials.5;6 To impose the state differentialequations,some
form of implicit integration scheme is used, among which a pop-
ular one is the Hermite–Simpson scheme (Ref. 5). Gauss–Lobatto
quadrature rules such as trapezoidal, Simpson’s, or higher-order
rules with Jacobi polynomials as the interpolant are also used for
collocation.7
Instead of using piecewise-continuouspolynomials as the inter-
polant between prescribed subintervals, global orthogonal polyno-
mials such as Legendre and Chebyshev polynomials can be used
for the approximationof the control and state variables.4;8¡10 These
polynomials are used extensively in spectral methods for solving
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 uid dynamics problems,11;12 but their use in solving optimal con-
trol problems has created a new way of transforming them to NLP
problems. One particularmerit of the use of orthogonal polynomi-
als is their close relationship to Gauss-type integration rules. This
relationshipcan be used to derive simple rules for transforming the
original optimal controlproblemto a systemof algebraicequations.
The ef ciency and simplicity of these rules are best demonstrated
in the spectral collocationmethod that Elnagar et al.,13 Elnagar and
Razzaghi,14 and Fahroo and Ross4;15 have recently employed to
solve a general class of optimal control problems. In this method,
polynomial approximations of the state and control variables are
consideredwhere Lagrange polynomials are the trial functions and
the unknown coef cients are the values of the state and control
variables at the Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto (LGL) points. It is well
known that this choice of collocation points yield superior results
for interpolationof functions to the ones obtained from equidistant
points.16 By using the properties of the Lagrange polynomials, the
state equationsand the controlconstraintsare readily transformedto
algebraic equations. The state differential constraints are imposed
by evaluating the functions at the LGL points and using a differ-
entiation matrix that is obtained by taking the analytic derivative
of the interpolating polynomials and evaluating them at the LGL
points. In this sense, this method of imposing the state equations
is in marked contrast to the numerical integration techniques that
are used to approximate the differential equations in other colloca-
tion schemes. The integral cost function can also be discretized by
Gauss–Lobatto quadrature rules, which provide highly accurate re-
sults for approximating integrals.16 Therefore, this method uni es
the process of discretization of the differential equations and the
integral cost functions. In other words, the Bolza problem need not
be converted to a Mayer problem, a technique typically employed
in the traditional collocation schemes.
The use of the differentiation matrix, which is a central idea
in pseudospectral methods, has provided us two important ext-
ensions4;17 of these methods: conversion of the differential state
dynamics to differential inclusions and indirect collocation meth-
ods for solving for states and costate variables simultaneously.The
traditionalimplementationof differentialinclusions3 reliesona low-
order explicit Euler-type approximation,but the differentiationma-
trix in spectral collocation can easily be used in conversion of the
state equations to differential inclusion without sacri cing accu-
racy or increasing the number of NLP variables.4 In the second
extension,17 the state and the costate variables are approximatedby
a spectral collocation method, and the two-point boundary value
problem is posed as an NLP, which can then be readily solved.
In this paper, we investigate the relationship between the costate
variables and the Lagrange multipliers used in the discretemethod.



















































FAHROO AND ROSS 271
that the KKT multipliers satisfy the same conditions as those ob-
tained by collocating the costate equations. This key result does
not hold for all collocationmethods. For example, the transcription
method using Hermite interpolation and Simpson quadrature rule
yields a discrete adjoint system which is of lower order of accu-
racy than the state approximations.18 In contrast, our discretization
method offers the same order of accuracy for the states and costates.
As a result, the costates can be determined quite accurately at the
LGL points by simply dividing the KKT multipliers by the LGL
weights.
In this sense, the presentmethod for costate estimations is signi -
cantly simpler, both in presentationand implementation,thanprevi-
ous methods.6;18¡20 One important advantageof use of this spectral
method is in the ease and ef ciency of estimating the costates from
the resultsof the directmethod.Becauseconvergenceto a solutionin
indirect methods is highly dependent on the initial guess, using the
direct method for estimating the costates can prove quite valuable
particularlybecause in most cases a goodguess to the costates is not
available.Formost problems,directmethodscan be readilyobtained
with a wider radius of convergence;however, the resultsmay not be
as accurate as the ones obtained from indirect methods. If one can
 nd an approximation to the costates from the direct results, then
this combination of direct and indirect method can lead to a more
accurate and ef cient way of solving optimal control problems.6
II. Problem Formulation
Consider the following optimal control problem. Determine the
control function,u.¿/; and the correspondingstate trajectory,x.¿/;
that minimize the Bolza cost function:




L[x.¿ /; u.¿ /]d¿ (1)
where x2 Rn and u2 Rm are subject to the state dynamics
Px.¿ / D f[x.¿/; u.¿ /]; ¿ 2 [¿0; ¿ f ] (2)
and boundary conditions
Ã0[x.¿0/; ¿0] D 0 (3)
Ã f [x.¿ f /; ¿ f ] D 0 (4)
whereÃ0 2 R p with p· n andÃ f 2 Rq with q · n. We consider an
autonomous system because an extension to a nonautonomoussys-
tem is straightforward.For simplicity,we do not consider state con-
straints, although the direct method can handle them easily.4;10;13;15
Possible control inequality constraints are formulated as
g[u.¿/] · 0; g2 Rr (5)
where @g=@u has full rank.
The Lagrange multiplier theory for this problem allows us to
adjoin the state equation and constraints to the cost function by the
time-dependent multipliers ¸.¿ / and constant multipliers º0 2 R p
and º f 2 Rq to form the augmented cost function:





C¸T .¿/f f [x.¿ /; u.¿ /]¡ Pxg C ¹T .¿ /g.¿ /] d¿ (6)
In terms of the augmented Hamiltonian de ned as
H.x;¸;u/ D ¸T f C LC ¹T g (7)
the necessary optimality conditions are given by
@H
@u
D 0; ¹T g D 0; ¹ ¸ 0 (8)
where ¸.t/ are governed by the costate dynamics and the transver-
sality conditions


























III. Legendre Pseudospectral Method
In this section, we present a Legendre pseudospectral method
(Legendre spectral collocationmethod)11¡15 for solving the optimal
control problem formulated in the preceding section.The basic idea
of this method consists of two steps: First, we seek global poly-
nomial approximations for the state and control functions in terms
of their values at the LGL points. Second, we  nd equations that
these approximationssatisfy. To obtain these equations,we impose
the condition that the state equations are satis ed exactly by these
approximationsat the LGL points. Unlike the collocationmethods
thatusepiecewise-continuousfunctionson thearbitrarysubintervals
(Hermite–Simpson scheme, for example), the polynomials (the trial
functions) used in this method are globally interpolatingLagrange
polynomials obtained from the orthogonal Legendre polynomials.
Therefore, by de nition, the coef cients of the polynomial expan-
sion are exactly the valuesof the functionsat the LGL points.By the
use of the same LGL points, the integral and differential portionsof
the problemare discretized:The cost function integral is calculated
by the LGL quadratureintegration rule, whereas the time derivative
of the approximate state vector PxN .¿/ is expressed in terms of the
approximate state vector xN .¿/ at the collocation points by the use
of a differentiationmatrix. In this manner, the optimal control prob-
lem is transformed to an NLP problem for the values of the states
and the controls at the LGL nodes.
Because the problempresented in the precedingsection is formu-
lated over the time interval [¿0; ¿ f ]; and the LGL points lie in the
interval[¡1; 1]; we use the following transformationto express the
problem for t 2 [t0; tN ]D [¡1; 1]:
¿ D [.¿ f ¡ ¿0/t C .¿ f C ¿0/]=2 (13)
The use of the symbol tN (which maps ¿ f ) will be apparent shortly.
It follows that by using Eq. (13), Eqs. (1–5) can be replaced by






Px.t/ D ¿ f ¡ ¿0
2
f f[x.t/;u.t/]g (15)
Ã0[x.¡1/; ¿0] D 0 (16)
Ã f [x.1/; ¿ f ] D 0 (17)
g[u.t/]· 0 (18)
Strictly speaking, as a result of the transformation ¿ ! t we must
adopt new symbols for the variablesx;u;¸;¹, and º and the maps
J .¢/; L.¢/; M.¢/; f.¢/; Ã0.¢/; Ã f .¢/
However, for the purposeof brevity, we abuse the notation here and
elsewhereand retainthese symbols. In this context,Eq. (7) is written
as


















































272 FAHROO AND ROSS
Let LN .t/ be theLegendrepolynomialof degreeN on the interval
[¡1; 1]: In theLegendrecollocationapproximation11;12 ofEqs. (14–
18), we use the LGL points, tl; l D 0; : : : ; N , which are given by
t0 D ¡1; tN D 1
and for 1· l · N ¡ 1; tl are the zeros of PLN ; the derivative of the
Legendre polynomial L N : In the  rst step of this method, we ap-
proximate the continuous variables by N th degree polynomials of
the form




u.t/ ¼ uN .t/ D
NX
l D 0
u.tl /Ál .t/ (21)
where for l D 0; 1; : : : ; N
Ál .t/ D 1N .N C 1/LN .tl /
.t 2 ¡ 1/ PLN .t/
t ¡ tl
are the Lagrange polynomials of order N : It can be shown that
Ál .tk / D ±lk D
»
1 if l D k
0 if l 6D k
From this property of Ál it follows that
xN .tl / D x.tl /; uN .tl/ D u.tl / (22)
To carryout the secondstep of the collocationmethod,we impose
the condition that the given approximations satisfy the differential
equations exactly at the LGL collocation points. To express the
derivative PxN .t/ in terms of xN .t/ at the collocation points tk ; we
differentiateEq. (20) and evaluate the result at tk to obtain a matrix
multiplication of the following form11¡13:




where Dkl are entries of the .N C 1/£ .N C 1/ differentiation
matrix D





tk ¡ tl k 6D l
¡N .N C 1/
4
k D l D 0
N .N C 1/
4
k D l D N
0 otherwise (24)
To facilitate the NLP formulation,we use the notation
al :D x.tl /; bl :D u.tl /









For the derivativeof the state vectorx.t/; collocatedat the points
tk; we rewrite Eq. (23)




Next, the integral in Eq. (14) is discretized:SubstitutingEqs. (25)
and (26) in Eq. (14) and using the Gauss–Lobatto integration rule,
we obtain
J N .a; b; ¿ f / DM
£
xN .1/; ¿ f




L[xN .t/;uN .t/] dt


















L.ak ; bk /wk (28)
where the last equality is obtainedfromÁl .tk /D ±lk . The coef cients
are aD .a0; a1; : : : ; aN / and bD .b0; b1; : : : ; bN / and wk are the
weights given by




; k D 0; 1; : : : ; N
The state equations and the initial and terminal state conditions are
discretized by  rst substitutingEqs. (23–26) in Eq. (15) and collo-
cating at the LGL nodes tk : Using the notation for a and b; the state
equations are transformed into the following algebraic equations:
[.¿ f ¡ ¿0/=2] f .ak ; bk /¡ ck D 0; k D 0; : : : ; N




¤ D 0 or Ã0.a0; ¿0/ D 0
The terminal state conditions are
Ã f
£
xN .1/; ¿ f
¤ D 0 or Ã f .aN ; ¿ f / D 0




¤· 0; k D 0; : : : ; N
or
g.bk/· 0; k D 0; : : : ; N
To summarize, the optimal control problemin Eqs. (14–18) is ap-
proximated by the following nonlinear optimization problem: Find
coef cients
a D .a0; a1; : : : ; aN /; b D .b0; b1; : : : ; bN /
and possibly the  nal time ¿ f to minimize




L.ak ; bk /wk CM.aN ; ¿ f / (29)
subject to³
¿ f ¡ ¿0
2
´
f .ak ; bk /¡
NX
l D 0
Dklal D 0; k D 0; : : : ; N (30)
g.bk/ · 0; k D 0; : : : ; N (31)
Ã0.a0; ¿0/ D 0 (32)
Ã f .aN ; ¿ f / D 0 (33)
From the preceding equations, one can see the simplicity of the
method,which retainsmuch of the structureof the continuousprob-
lem. This has been achievedby collocatingthe equationsat the LGL
points, and except for the differentiationmatrixD, which relates the


















































FAHROO AND ROSS 273
pointswithout any dependenceon the neighboringpoints.Note that
the state differential constraint Eq. (30), which uses the differenti-
ation matrix to approximate the derivative in the state equations, is
verydifferentfromtheapproximationof the stateequationsachieved
by implicit integration rules.
IV. Costate Estimates
In this section, we develop the  rst-order necessary optimality
conditions for the discretized problem described in the preceding
section.Without loss of generalitywe consider the discretizationof
the problem in the Mayer form. The Lagrangian of the discretized
problemEqs. (29–33) can be written as








.¿ f ¡ ¿0/
2





where Q¸ i and Q¹i are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the
equality (i.e., discretized state equations) and inequality (i.e., dis-
cretized control) constraints, respectively.
In terms of the notation introduced in the preceding section, we
have
















fi D f[x.ti /; u.ti /]D f.ai ; bi /; gi D g[u.ti /] D g.bi /










for k D 0; : : : ; N (36)
Q¹k ¸ 0; Q¹Tk gk D 0 (37)
















Because the function f is collocated only at the points ti ; the term
fi does not depend on the adjacent points ti ; hence,
@fi
@ak
























For thepartialsof the statederivatives,@ Pxi=@ak D @ci =@ak ; amore
complicated expression is obtained because the differentiationma-







Dilal D Dik In (40)
where In is the n-dimensional identitymatrix and n is the dimension
of the state vector. Note that Dik is a scalar multiplied to In : Thus,












Dik Q¸ i (41)
From the following expressions for wi and Dik :
wk :D 2N .N C 1/
1
[L N .tk/]2
; k D 0; 1; : : : ; N
Dik D L N .ti /L N .tk/
1
ti ¡ tk ; i 6D k
we have
wiDik D 2N .N C 1/
1
[L N .ti /]2





N .N C 1/
1















From the expressionDik D¡.wk=wi /Dki ; (note that Dii D 0 for i 6D
0; N ) and Eqs. (39) and (41), the following is obtained for k D
1; : : : ; N ¡ 1:
@ QJ N
@ak
















DividingEq. (43)bywk andcomparingit to thecontinuouscostate
equations collocated at the LGL point, as
P¸ .tk / D
NX
i D 0
Dki¸.ti / D ¡
³







for k D 1; : : : ; N ¡ 1 (44)
we have the following result:
¸.tk/ D Q¸ k=wk; k D 1; : : : ; N ¡ 1 (45)
In other words, the KKT multipliers divided by the LGL weights
are the same as the costates at the interior nodes.
To  nd an expression for @=@aN ; we proceed as before and take




















Di N Q¸ i D 0 (46)
Using the relationship
Di N D ¡.wN =wi /DNi ; i 6D N
and adding 2DN N Q¸ N to both sides of Eq. (46), we obtain"








































































274 FAHROO AND ROSS
From the de nition of wN and DNN
wN D 2N .N C 1/
1
LN .tN /2
; LN .tN D 1/ D 1
DNN D [N .N C 1/]=4
we have
2DNN D 1=wN
Therefore, Eq. (47) can be written as
wN
"




























This equation is the combination of the costate equation collocated
at tN and the  nal time transversality condition for ¸.tN /: If we





























which is exactly the costate differential equation collocated at tN :
Therefore, we have
¸.tN / D Q¸ N =wN
The case of initial time condition can be shown in a similar
fashion:

























For the control optimality conditions, taking the partial of QJ N




















i D 0; : : : ; N (53)
and Q¹Ti gi D 0 and Q¹i ¸ 0. Dividing Eq. (53) bywi , it is clear that it
yields the discrete analog of Eq. (8) with the discrete Hamiltonian
de ned as [see Eq. (19)]
H[x.ti /;¸.ti /;u.ti /] D [.¿ f ¡ ¿0/=2]¸T .ti / fi C ¹.ti /T gi (54)
Therefore,
¹.ti / D Q¹i=wi (55)
To summarize, the continuous Lagrange multipliers for the op-
timal control problem can be obtained at the collocation points by
simply dividing the KKT multipliers by the LGL weights. The op-
timality of the direct solution can now be checked in several ways;
for example, the optimal control obtained from the costates can be
compared with the control solution from the direct method.
V. Numerical Examples
To illustratethe theory presentedin the precedingsections,we se-
lect two examples:one froma recentpaperbyHermanandConway,7
and another from the text by Bryson and Ho.22
Example 1
Consider the problem of determining the optimal trajectory and
the thrust steering vector to transfer a rocket from an initial orbit
to a target orbit in  xed time.7 The state variables are the radial
distance r , the true anomaly µ , the radial component of velocity u,
and the tangential component of velocity v. The control variable is
the thrust steering angle measured from the local horizontal ² . The
optimal control problem is formulated as  nding ².¿ / to maximize
the  nal energy. Therefore, the cost function is de ned as






2 C v.¿ f /2
¤ ¡ [1=r .¿ f /]ª (56)





















C A.¿ / cos² (60)
where A.¿ /D 0:01. The initial conditions for this problem are
r.0/ D 1:1; µ.0/ D 0 (61)
u.0/ D 0; v.0/ D 1
¯p
1:1 (62)
The  nal time is  xed at ¿ f D 50, and the  nal states are free.
In the  rst set of simulations,theLegendrepseudospectralmethod
as summarized in Eqs. (29–33) was utilized to formulate the NLP
for minimizing the cost function (56) subject to the approximations
of the state equations (57–60) and the initial conditions (61–62).
The NLP problem for the state and control variables was sol-
ved for 64 LGL points. All of the computations were performed
using MATLAB® 5.2 and NPSOL as the NLP solver.23 We did not
choose constr.m or fmincon.m, the constrained minimization pro-
grams in theMATLABOptimizationToolbox,becausethesesolvers
converged to inaccurate solutions and did not provide the correct
multipliers. For the initial guess, a solution from the numerical in-
tegrationof the state equationswith a constant steering of 0:001 rad
was used. The optimal trajectory is shown in Fig. 1, and the opti-
mal velocity components u and v are shown in Fig. 2. Our optimal
cost function of ¡0:09512 is in perfect agreement with ¡0:09512
reported in Ref. 7.We should note that for 64 LGL points the size of
the NLP variable for our problem is 5£ 64D 320: In Ref. 7, where
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Fig. 2 Optimal states u and v vs time.
the same problem is solved for 30 subintervals using a  fth-degree
Gauss–Lobatto collocationmethod, the size of the NLP variable is
365: Therefore, we obtain comparably accurate results to the ones
in Ref. 7 with fewer number of collocation points.
The optimality of our solution may now be checked in several
ways. The terminal transversalityconditions are given by
¸r .¿ f / D ¡1
¯
[r.¿ f /]2 (63)
¸µ .¿ f / D 0 (64)
¸u.¿ f / D ¡u.¿ f / (65)
¸v.¿ f / D ¡v.¿ f / (66)
H.¿ f / D ¡º f (67)
where º f is the multiplier associatedwith the  nal time constraint,
¿ f ¡ 50D 0: Thus, the costates at ¿ f should be
¸.¿ f / D [¡0:0537; 0;¡0:1566;¡0:4986]T (68)
The costatesestimatesobtainedby using the valuesof theKKTmul-
tipliers fromNPSOL, the NLP solver in our problem, are computed
at  nal time ¿ f D 50 to be
¸.¿ f / D [¡0:0536; 2:776£ 10¡4;¡0:1565;¡0:4984]T (69)
Clearly, this is in excellent agreement with Eq. (68).
The costates’ history is shown in Fig. 3. The results from the
costate estimates are contrasted against the results from a boundary
value problem (BVP) solver, and the agreement between the two
sets of data is excellent. Additional checks on the solution may be
proposed as follows. The optimal control must satisfy
tan ² D ¸u cos.²/¡ ¸v sin.²/ D 0 (70)
In Fig. 4, the control from the direct method is compared with the
one obtained from the costate estimates and Eq. (70). It is obvious
that the results are in excellent agreement.The Hamiltonian for this
autonomous problem should be a constant, and our computations
of the Hamiltonian shown in Fig. 5 independentlydemonstrate the
validity of our results.
Example 2
In this example, the dynamics are nearly the same as that of
Example 1, with one exception
A.¿/ D T=.m0 ¡ j Pmj¿/ (71)
wherem0 is the initialmass and Pm is the constant fuel consumption
rate. The optimal controlproblem,as discussedin Refs. 22 and 24, is
Fig. 3 Costates ¸r; ¸u , and ¸v vs time.
Fig. 4 Time history of the optimal thrust steering angle.
Fig. 5 Time history of the Hamiltonian.
to  nd the control ².¿ / that maximizes the  nal radius at ¿ f D 3:32:
Thus,
J D ¡r.tN /
and the state dynamicsare the same as thatof the precedingexample.
The boundary conditions are
r.0/ D 1:0; µ.0/ D 0 (72)
u.0/ D 0; v.0/ D 1:0 (73)
u.¿ f / D 0; v.¿ f /¡
p
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Fig. 6 Optimal states r, u, and v vs time.
Fig. 7 Costates ¸r , ¸u , and ¸v.
Thenormalizedconstantsin thisproblemarem0D 1:0; T D 0:1405;
¿ f D 3:32, and j Pmj D 0:0749:
For the simulations, the number of LGL points was 64 as in Ex-
ample 1. For the initial guess, a solution obtained from numerically
integrating the differential equations with a constant value for the
control ².¿/D 0:001 rad was used.
Figure 6 shows a plot of the convergedoptimal states. These plots
are not provided in Ref. 22, but the performance index we obtained
was r.tN /D 1:525, which is in good agreement with Ref. 24. The
results for the costates are shown in Fig. 7. As in the preceding
example, the costates estimates are shown against the results from
an indirectmethod (a BVP solver), and the accuracyof the estimates
is con rmed from their excellent match with the indirect results. In
Ref. 22, the optimal control history ².¿ / is displayed as a direction
 eld, but Moyer and Pinkham in Ref. 24 provide a pro le for ².¿/:
Our results from the directmethod, shown in Fig. 8, agreewell with
their results. In Fig. 8, we also shows the controls obtained from
Eq. (70) from the BVP solver. Note that the sharp variation in ²
around ¿ D 1:5 is captured by the method quite adequately.
Finally, note that, in general, there is often a difference between
a method and its implementation.1 For example, the LGL points are
theoretically the roots of the derivativesof the Legendre polynomi-
als. Computationally, we determine these points not by differenti-
ating the polynomials and solving for the roots, but by the use of
advanced numerical linear algebra techniques that yield faster and
more accurate results.25 In similar vein, the costate estimates ob-
tainedsimply by usingEq. (45) tend to be noisywith a characteristic
spectrum that needs to be  ltered. The details of such implementa-
tion techniques are beyond the scope of the present paper, but they
are discussed elsewhere.17
Fig. 8 Graphs of ² from the direct method vs ² from the optimality
condition.
VI. Conclusions
A Legendre spectral collocation method has been presented for
costate estimates based on the results from the direct optimization.
It is proved that the costates at the LGL points are equal to the
Lagrange multipliers of the approximate NLP problem divided by
the LGL weights. As demonstrated by the numerical examples, the
costates estimated by our method are in excellent agreement with
those obtained by an indirect method. Thus, the optimality of the
direct solution may be readily checked in several different ways.
The method is easy to implement as it preserves the structure of the
original optimal control problem.
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